Despite the common belief that substantial capacity gains can be achieved by using more antennas at the base-station (BS) side in cellular networks, the effect of BS antenna topology on the capacity scaling behavior is little understood. As the next-generation cellular networks are expected to deploy a vast number of BS antennas to support the increasing demand of high data rate, it is of paramount importance to study how the capacity scales with the number of BS antennas under different BS antenna layouts. In this paper, we present a comparative study on the ergodic capacity of a downlink MIMO system with multiple BS antennas which are either co-located at the center or grouped into uniformly distributed antenna clusters in each cell. By assuming that the number of BS antennas and the number of user antennas go to infinity with a fixed ratio L 1, the asymptotic analysis reveals that the average per-antenna capacities in both cases logarithmically increase with L, but in the orders of log 2 L and α 2 log 2 L, for the co-located and distributed BS antenna layouts, respectively, where α > 2 denotes the path-loss factor. The analysis is further extended to the multi-user case where a 1-tier (7-cell) cellular system with K 1 uniformly distributed users in each cell is considered. By assuming that the number of BS antennas and the number of user antennas go to infinity with a fixed ratio L K, an asymptotic analysis is presented on the downlink rate performance with block diagonalization adopted at each BS. It is shown that the average per-antenna rates with the co-located and distributed BS antenna layouts scale in the orders of log 2
I. INTRODUCTION
The next-generation cellular networks are expected to provide high data rates to support the massive mobile applications. Towards this end, there has been a growing interest in implementing large antenna arrays at the base stations (BSs) [1] - [4] . It is well-known that for a point-to-point multiple-input-multipleoutput (MIMO) system with M transmit and N receive antennas, the capacity grows linearly with min(M, N ) in a rich-scattering environment [5] . With a large number of co-located antennas at both the BS and the user sides, nevertheless, the capacity may be severely reduced due to strong antenna correlation [6] .
If the BS antennas are grouped into geographically distributed clusters and connected to a central processor by fiber or coaxial cable, in contrast, signals from distributed BS antennas to each user are subject to independent and different levels of large-scale fading, thanks to which potential capacity gains over the co-located counterpart can be expected [7] - [9] . In the meanwhile, the implementation cost of distributed BS antennas also becomes significantly higher than that of the co-located ones, especially when the number of distributed BS antenna clusters is large. It is, therefore, of great practical importance to compare the rate performance of cellular networks under different BS antenna layouts to see if the increased cost is justified. In this paper, we will present a comparative study on the downlink rate performance of MIMO cellular networks with co-located and distributed BS antennas, and explore how the rate scaling behavior varies with different BS antenna layouts when a large number of BS antennas are employed.
A. Single-User Capacity
In the single-user case, the ergodic capacity of a point-to-point MIMO channel has been extensively studied in the past decade. With co-located antennas at both sides, all the transmit signals experience the same large-scale fading, and thus the ergodic capacity can be fully described as a function of the average received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [5] . Asymptotic results from random matrix theory [10] , [11] were also successfully applied to characterize the ergodic capacity when the number of antennas is large [12] , [13] . By assuming that the number of antennas on both sides grow infinitely with a fixed ratio, the asymptotic ergodic capacity of a point-to-point MIMO channel was shown to be solely determined by the average received SNR and the ratio of the number of transmit antennas to the number of receive antennas [12] .
With distributed BS antennas, in contrast, the ergodic capacity is further determined by the positions of the user and BS antennas [8] , [14] - [20] . By assuming that BS antennas are grouped into L geographically distributed antenna clusters, and the number of antennas at each cluster and the number of user antennas grow infinitely with a fixed ratio, the asymptotic ergodic capacity of a distributed MIMO channel was derived in [14] - [17] as an implicit function of L large-scale fading coefficients. As the positions of BS antennas and the user may vary under different scenarios, the average ergodic capacity was considered in [8] , [18] - [20] , where the ergodic capacity is averaged over the large-scale fading coefficients from distributed BS antenna clusters to the user. When the number of BS antenna clusters L is large, nevertheless, it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain the average ergodic capacity due to high computational complexity. Therefore, how the average ergodic capacity scales with L has remained largely unknown.
As we will show in this paper, asymptotic bounds would be helpful for us to characterize the scaling behavior of the average ergodic capacity of distributed MIMO channels.
Specifically, we consider a downlink single-user system with M BS antennas and N co-located antennas at the user. Two BS antenna layouts are considered: 1) co-located antenna (CA) layout where the BS antennas are co-located at the center of the cell, and 2) distributed antenna (DA) layout where the BS antennas are grouped into M N clusters which are uniformly distributed within the inscribed circle of the hexagonal cell. In contrast to most previous studies where a regular BS antenna layout is adopted [14] , [16] - [20] , we assume a random BS antenna layout because 1) when the number of BS antenna clusters is large, it is difficult to place them in a regular manner due to complicated geographic conditions, and 2) a random BS antenna layout describes a more general scenario and provides a reasonable performance lower-bound.
Note that the channel state information (CSI) was usually assumed to be absent at the transmitter side in previous studies [7] - [9] , [14] - [20] . With M N , i.e., much more transmit antennas than receive antennas, substantial capacity gains can be achieved by optimally allocating the transmit power according to CSI. It is, therefore, of great importance to study the capacity with CSI at the transmitter side (CSIT) of the distributed MIMO channel. In this paper, we assume that perfect CSI is available at both the BS and the user sides, and present an asymptotic analysis of the per-antenna capacity with M, N → ∞ and
The asymptotic per-antenna capacity with the CA layout and an asymptotic lowerbound of the per-antenna capacity with the DA layout are derived, both of which are found to be closely dependent on the minimum access distance of the user. The average per-antenna capacity, which is obtained by averaging over the large-scale fading coefficients, is further analyzed in both cases. The analysis shows that the asymptotic average per-antenna capacity with the CA layout and the asymptotic lower-bound of the average per-antenna capacity with the DA layout both logarithmically increase with L, but in the orders of log 2 L and α 2 log 2 L, respectively, where α > 2 denotes the path-loss factor. When L is large, a much higher capacity is achieved in the DA case thanks to the reduction of the minimum access distance.
B. Multi-User Rate
In a multi-user cellular system, the downlink rate performance of each user is crucially determined by the precoding strategy. Various precoding schemes have been proposed (see [21] for a comprehensive overview), among which an orthogonal linear precoding scheme, block diagonalization (BD) [22] , has gained widespread popularity thanks to its low complexity and near-capacity performance when the number of BS antennas is large [23] - [26] .
With BD, the intra-cell interference is eliminated by projecting the user's signal to the null space of all other users' channel gain matrices. With co-located BS antennas in each cell, the asymptotic per-user rate of a downlink cellular system with BD was recently characterized in [27] by assuming that the number of BS antennas and the number of user antennas go to infinity with a fixed ratio. It was shown that with equal power allocation among users, the asymptotic rate is sensitive to the user's position, and logarithmically increases with the ratio of the number of BS antennas to the number of user antennas.
If the BS antennas are geographically distributed, the rate performance is further dependent on the BS antennas' positions. For computational tractability, most studies have focused on a regular BS antenna layout with a small number of BS antennas [28] - [31] . In this paper, an asymptotic lower-bound will be developed to characterize the scaling behavior of the average rate performance with BD when the number of BS antenna clusters and the number of users are large.
Specifically, we consider a 1-tier (7-cell) cellular system with K 1 uniformly distributed users , the asymptotic lower-bound of the average per-antenna rate with the DA layout has a larger scaling order of
, where α > 2 is the path-loss factor. Simulation results verify that the average per-antenna rate in the DA layout has the same scaling order as its asymptotic lower-bound, and is much higher than that with the CA layout when L is large.
Despite substantial gains on the average rate performance, the analysis reveals that the moments of the normalized inter-cell interference power in the DA layout are divergent at the cell edge, indicating that the rate performance becomes extremely sensitive to the user's position. Intuitively, with a large number of uniformly distributed BS antenna clusters in each cell, the chance that a cell-edge user is close to some BS antenna in the neighboring cell is significantly higher than that in the CA case. Simulation results corroborate that although the rate performance can be greatly improved on average, the rate difference among cell-edge users becomes enlarged in the DA layout.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model. The asymptotic capacity analysis of the single-user case is presented in Section III, and the asymptotic average rate with BD of multi-user cellular networks is characterized in Section IV. Section V concludes this paper.
Throughout this paper, italic letters denote scalars, and boldface upper-case and lower-case letters denote matrices and vectors, respectively. The superscripts T and † denote transpose and conjugate transpose, Without loss of generality, the radius of the inscribed circle of each hexagonal cell is normalized to be 1.
Let us focus on the downlink transmission of the central cell, i.e., Cell 0. Specifically, the received signal of user k ∈ K 0 can be written as
Inter-cell Interference
where
the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at user k, which has independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian entries with zero mean and variance N 0 . G k,B i ∈ C N ×M denotes the channel gain matrix between BS i and user k, i=0, . . . , 6, which is given by
where • denotes the Hadamard product. H k,B i ∈ C N ×M denotes the small-scale fading matrix between BS i and user k with entries modeled as i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance. Γ k,B i ∈ C N ×M denotes the corresponding large-scale fading matrix, which is composed of
We assume that each BS has full channel state information (CSI) of all users in its own cell, and no cooperation is adopted among BSs. Moreover, each user j ∈ K i has full CSI of the channel from its BS to itself. With linear precoding, the transmitted signal vector for user k can be written as
where s k ∼ CN (0 N ×1 ,P k I N ) is the information-bearing signal vector. W k ∈ C M ×N denotes the normalized precoding matrix with Tr{W k W † k } = 1. The total transmit power of each BS is assumed to be fixed at P t , and the power is equally divided over users, i.e.,P j =
The second and the third terms on the right-hand side of (1), i.e., u intra k Note that the transmitted signal x j for user j ∈ K i is independent of the channel gain matrix G k,B i from
For a large number of users K 1, Appendix A shows that the covariance matrix Q inter k of inter-cell interference of user k can be obtained as
In this paper, we normalize the total system bandwidth to unity and focus on the spectral efficiency.
According to (1) and (3), the maximum achievable ergodic rate of user k can be written asR k = N R k , where the per-antenna rate R k is given by
G k,B 0 is the normalized channel gain matrix, which is defined as
where B k,B 0 ∈ C N ×M is the normalized large-scale fading matrix, which is composed of N identical row vectors β k,B 0 with entries
for m ∈ B 0 . It is clear from (7) that for any user k ∈ K 0 , β k,B 0 = 1.
(5) indicates that the per-antenna rate R k is closely dependent on the large-scale fading vector γ k,B 0 .
In this paper, we ignore the shadowing effect and model the large-scale fading coefficient of user k to BS antenna m as
where α > 2 is the path-loss factor. r For user k ∈ K 0 at (ρ k , θ k ), its large-scale fading coefficient γ C k,m can be obtained by combining (8) and (9) as
With the DA layout, the BS antennas are grouped into clusters in each cell. The large-scale fading coefficient of user k ∈ K 0 to BS antenna m can be then written as
for m ∈ L i l , where d k,l,i denotes the distance from user k to BS antenna cluster l in Cell i, l = 1, · · · , L, i = 0, · · · , 6. With BS antenna clusters uniformly distributed in the inscribed circle of each cell, [32] shows that the access distance d k,l,0 given the position of user k ∈ K 0 at (ρ k , θ k ) has the following conditional cumulative distribution function (cdf) and probability density function (pdf) as
with
and
respectively. For the distance d k,l,i from user k ∈ K 0 to BS antenna cluster l in Cell i, i = 1 · · · , 6, Appendix B shows that its conditional pdf given the position of user k at (ρ k , θ k ) is given by
if
Otherwise
It is clear from (5) and (10-16) that the per-antenna rate R k is determined by the positions of user k and BS antennas. To study the scaling behavior of the per-antenna rate, we further define the average per-antenna rateR asR
where the per-antenna rate R k is averaged over all possible positions of user k and BS antennas. Note that with the CA layout, the positions of BS antennas are given in (9) . The average per-antenna rate with the CA layoutR C is then reduced toR
In this paper, we focus on the effect of BS antenna layout on the average rate performance when the number of BS antennas is large. In the following sections, an asymptotic analysis will be presented by assuming that the number of BS antennas M and the number of user antennas N go to infinity with M/N → L K. Note that with the DA layout, because M = N L, the assumption is simplified to N → ∞.
III. SINGLE-USER CAPACITY
For illustration, let us start from the single-user case, i.e., K = 1. Specifically, assume that a single user is randomly located in Cell 0, and its position follows a uniform distribution in the inscribed circle of Cell 0. According to [5] , the capacity can be achieved by the singular-value-decomposition (SVD) transmission, and the corresponding precoding matrix W
SV D k
is given by
V k,B 0 is a unitary matrix obtained from the SVD of the normalized channel gain matrixG k,B 0 :
. Ω k denotes the power distribution over N parallel sub-channels, which is given by
with {P k (λ n )} denoting the water-filling power allocation, i.e.,
where (x) + = max(x, 0), and ζ is chosen to satisfy
By combining (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) with (5) and ignoring the intra-cell interference and inter-cell interference terms, the single-user per-antenna capacity R S k can be obtained as
where µ k denotes the average per-antenna received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is given by A. Asymptotic Average Capacity with the CA Layout
With the CA layout, all the BS antennas are placed at the center of the cell. By combining (10) and (25) , the average per-antenna received SNR can be obtained as
Moreover, according to (6-7) and (10), the normalized channel gain matrix with the CA layout is given
I N ) converges almost surely to the following distribution [33] : (27) where
. As L grows, the eigenvalues ofG
become increasingly deterministic, and eventually converge to E[λ] = 1. As a result, we have Λ
capacity with the CA layout can be then obtained by combining (24) and (26) as
As we can see from (28) , the asymptotic per-antenna capacity with the CA layout R S−C k varies with the radial coordinate of the user ρ k . By combining (18) and (28), the asymptotic average per-antenna capacity with the CA layout can be obtained as
where f ρ k (x) = 2x is the pdf of the radial coordinate ρ k of user k. For large L 1, we havē
B. Asymptotic Average Capacity with the DA Layout
With the DA layout, both the average per-antenna received SNR µ [14] - [17] . Yet how the average capacity scales with L remains largely unknown. In this section, we resort to an asymptotic lower-bound to study the scaling behavior of the single-user average capacity with the DA layout.
In particular, Appendix C shows that the per-antenna capacity with the DA layout R
where d
(1) k,0 and H
k,0 ∈ C N ×N denote the access distance between the user and its closest antenna cluster and the corresponding small-scale fading matrix, respectively. As N → ∞, the empirical eigenvalue distribution of
I N converges almost surely to the following distribution [33] :
otherwise.
By combining (32) and (31), the asymptotic lower-bound of the per-antenna capacity with the DA layout as N → ∞ can be obtained as
With L 1, the minimum access distance d
We can see from (28) and ( Fig. 2 that with the DA layout, the chance that the user has a small minimum access distance is much higher than that with the CA layout. We can then expect that a higher average per-antenna capacity could be obtained in the DA case thanks to the reduction of the minimum access distance. 
where f ρ k (y) = 2y is the pdf of the radial coordinate ρ k of user k, and f d 
k,0 of user k given its position at (ρ k , θ k ), which is given by
where (12) and (14), respectively. log 2 L, which is much higher than that with the CA layout when L is large.
IV. MULTI-USER RATE WITH BD
In Section III, we have shown that in the single-user case, the average per-antenna capacities with the CA and DA layouts both logarithmically increase with the ratio L of the number of BS antennas M to the number of user antennas N , but a higher scaling order is achieved in the DA case thanks to the reduction of the minimum access distance. With multiple users in each cell, users may suffer from interference from both intra-cell and inter-cell, which largely depends on the precoding strategy. In this section, we focus on a popular orthogonal linear precoding scheme, block diagonalization (BD) [22] , and study the effect of BS antenna layout on the scaling behavior of the average per-antenna rate with K 1 users in each cell.
With BD, an intra-cell-interference-free block channel is obtained by projecting the desired signal to the null space of the channel gain matrices of the intra-cell users, and then decomposed to several parallel sub-channels. It requires that the number of BS antennas M is no smaller than the total number of user antennas KN . In particular, for user k ∈ K 0 , define X k,B 0 as
and denote its SVD as , and denote its SVD asX
The precoding matrix of user k with BD can be written as [22] 
whereΩ k denotes the power distribution of the N parallel sub-channels, which is given bỹ
whereζ is chosen to satisfy
With BD, the intra-cell interference u intra k = 0 asG k,B 0 W BD j = 0 for all j ∈ K 0 and j = k. By combining (5) and (40-44), the per-antenna rate with BD of user k ∈ K 0 can be obtained as
whereμ k denotes the average received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR),
is the normalized inter-cell interference power, which can be obtained from (4) as
(45-46) indicate that the per-antenna rate with BD closely depends on the normalized inter-cell interference power P int k , which, as shown in (47), is determined by the large-scale fading coefficients between user k and BS antennas in Cell i, i = 1, · · · , 6. In the next section, we will examine how the normalized inter-cell interference power varies with different BS antenna layouts.
A. Normalized Inter-cell Interference Power 1) CA: For user k ∈ K 0 at (ρ k , θ k ), the normalized inter-cell interference power with the CA layout can be obtained by combining (47) and (10) as
(48) indicates that the normalized inter-cell interference power with the CA layout P , and minimized when ) with P int,C k
2) DA: With the DA layout, as N BS antennas are co-located at each antenna cluster, the normalized inter-cell interference power P int,D k can be obtained by combining (47) and (11) as
with the n-th moment
where the sum is taken over all possible combinations of nonnegative integers t l given L l=1 t l = n. It is clear from (50) that the n-th moment of the normalized inter-cell interference E P If user k is at the cell center (0, 0), for instance, the conditional pdf of d k,l,i can be obtained from (15) (16) as On the other hand, for a cell-edge user located at (1, 
) varies with i, indicating that the BS antenna clusters in different cells have distinct contributions to the normalized inter-cell interference power P int,D k
. Specifically, as user k is close to the neighboring Cell 1, we have d k,l,1 d k,l,i , for i = 2, · · · , 6. As a result,
k,l,1 , and (50) reduces to
With t l ≥ 1 and the path-loss factor α > 2, we have
x t l α−2
where 2 F 1 (a, b; c; z) denotes the hypergeometric function. We can conclude from (53-54) that for the celledge user at (1,
), the n-th moment of the normalized inter-cell interference power with the DA layout
Intuitively, the inter-cell interference power becomes extremely strong if the user is close to some BS antenna cluster in the neighboring cells. With BS antenna clusters uniformly distributed in each cell, there is a non-zero probability that some antenna cluster falls into the vicinity area of the user if it is located at the cell edge, thus leading to the divergence of inter-cell interference power. grows with the radial coordinate ρ k of user k. It indicates that as the user moves towards the cell edge, the rate performance becomes increasingly sensitive to its position, as we will demonstrate in Section IV-C.
In the following sections, we will focus on the asymptotic average per-antenna rate as the number of BS antennas M and the number of user antennas N go to infinity with M/N → L K.
B. Asymptotic Average Rate with the CA Layout
According to (45), the per-antenna rate with BD is crucially determined by the distribution of the
. It has been shown in [27] that as the number of BS antennas M and the number of user antennas N go to infinity with M/N → L, the eigenvalues {λ n } with the CA layout become increasingly deterministic as L grows, and eventually converge to
. As a result, we haveΛ
asymptotic per-antenna rate can be obtained by combining (45-48) as
(55) shows that the asymptotic per-antenna rate with the CA layout R M −C k varies with the user's position
By combining (55) and (18), the asymptotic average per-antenna rate with the CA layout can be further obtained as
for L K 1 and P t /N 0 1, where Ψ C (α) is given by
With the path-loss factor α = 4, for instance, we have Ψ C (4) ≈ 2.23.
C. Asymptotic Average Rate with the DA Layout
With the DA layout, the distribution of the eigenvalues
is determined by the positions of BS antennas, which is difficult to characterize with BS antennas grouped into uniformly distributed clusters. Similar to the single-user case, we resort to a lower-bound to study the scaling behavior of the average per-antenna rate with the DA layout.
Specifically, Appendix D shows that with L K, the per-antenna rate with the DA layout R
whered (1) k,0 denotes the minimum access distance from user k ∈ K 0 to L−K +1 BS antenna clusters which are uniformly distributed in the inscribed circle of Cell 0.H (1) k,0 ∈ C N ×N denotes the corresponding smallscale fading matrix. As N → ∞, the empirical eigenvalue distribution of
converges almost surely to the distribution given in (32) . By combining (58) and (32), the asymptotic lower-bound of the per-antenna rate with the DA layout as N → ∞ can be obtained as
can be then approximated by
By combining (60) and (17), the asymptotic lower-bound of the average per-antenna rate with the DA layout can be written as
where fd (1) k,0 |ρ k (x|y) denotes the conditional pdf ofd
is the minimum access distance from user k to L − K + 1 uniformly distributed antenna clusters in Cell 0. It can be easily obtained that
where F d k,l,0 |ρ k (x|y) and f d k,l,0 |ρ k (x|y) are given in (12) and (14), respectively. Ψ D (α) denotes the sum of the last two items on the right-hand side of (61), which can be obtained as
is given in (15) . With the path-loss factor α = 4, for instance, we have Ψ D (4) ≈ −3.054. is determined by the minimum access distanced (1) k,0 , which decreases in the order of (L − K + 1) −1/2 as the number of BS antenna clusters L increases according to (62). As a , the average per-antenna rate logarithmically increases with L in the order of ( α 2 − 1) log 2 L, where the path-loss factor α > 2. In Fig. 6b , the number of users K is fixed to be 50. In this case, it has been shown thatR
log 2 L and log 2 L, respectively. As we can see from Fig. 6b , the average per-antenna rates with both CA and DA layouts logarithmically increase with L, and a much higher increasing rate is observed in the DA case. We can conclude from Figs. 3 and 6 that similar to the single-user case, the DA layout has a much higher average per-antenna rate than the CA layout when the number of BS antennas is large.
The rate gains mainly come from the reduction of the minimum access distance, and become increasingly prominent as the number of BS antennas grows. Note that it comes with a caveat. Recall that it has been shown in Section IV-A that with the DA layout, the inter-cell interference level may be significantly enhanced at the cell edge, and becomes sensitive to the user's position. Fig. 7 illustrates the corresponding per-antenna rate performance. We can clearly see from Fig. 7 that compared to the CA layout, the per-antenna rate with the DA layout has a much larger variance. Intuitively, with a large amount of distributed BS antennas, the minimum access distance of each user is greatly reduced on average. Yet the chance that a cell-edge user is close to some BS antenna in the neighboring cells also becomes substantially higher. As a result, although most users can achieve better rate performance than that with the CA layout, a few "unlucky" ones may suffer from strong inter-cell interference due to their disadvantageous locations. As Fig. 7 shows, with the DA layout, the per-antenna rate significantly varies with the user's position. Despite the improvement in the average rate performance, the rate difference among cell-edge users is greatly enlarged.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a comparative study on the ergodic rate performance of downlink MIMO Despite better average rate performance, the inter-cell interference with the DA layout is shown to be sensitive to the user's position at the cell edge, leading to a large rate difference among cell-edge users.
To achieve a uniform rate across the cell, proper transmit power allocation should be performed at each BS. With a large number of distributed BS antennas, how to allocate the transmit power to maintain a constant SINR for all the users is a challenging issue, which deserves much attention in the future study. at the l-th row and t-th column. It can be written as
where g k,B i l ∈ C 1×M denotes the l-th row vector of G k,B i and w j n ∈ C M ×1 denotes the n-th column vector of W j . Note that the precoding matrix W j of user j ∈ K i is independent of the channel gain matrix G k,B i from BS antennas in Cell i to user k ∈ K 0 , i = 1 . . . 6. Therefore we have
where w j m,n denotes the entry of W j at the m-th row and n-th column. As the number of users K → ∞, we have
can be then obtained as (4) .
APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF (15) In each cell, BS antenna clusters are uniformly distributed over the inscribed circle with radius 1
is the conditional cumulative density function (cdf) of d k,l,i given the position of user k, which is given by
where S overlap is the intersection area of the circle with center O i and radius 1 and the circle with center A and radius x, as shown in Fig. 8 . It can be obtained that where S ABC and S O i BD denote the areas of circular sectors ABC and O i BD, respectively, which are
given by
and 
and otherwise ψ 1 = ψ 2 = 0. S ABO i is the area of ABO i , which is given by (31) According to (24) , the per-antenna capacity is lower-bounded by
where the right-hand side of (75) is obtained by applying equal power allocation over N sub-channels.
With the DA layout, the channel gain matrix G k,B 0 can be written as
where d k,l,0 and H k,l,0 ∈ C N ×N denote the access distance from user k to BS antenna cluster l in Cell 0 and the corresponding small-scale fading matrix, respectively, l = 1, · · · , L.
We can further obtain from (76) that
where d 
according to Minkowski's determinant theorem [34] , where the equality holds when A = cB. For positive definite Hermitian matrices A and B, we further have det(A + B) > det(A) + det(B).
As d With a large number of BS antenna clusters L, each user k ∈ K 0 is close to some antenna cluster l * k , such that the large-scale fading coefficient d
The normalized large-scale fading matrix can be then approximated by
according to (7) . Moreover, with L K, the probability that user j 1 and user j 2 are close to the same BS antenna cluster is low, i.e., Pr{l 
where the t-th sub-matrix E lt ∈ C M ×N is given by
l t ∈ S k , t = 1, · · · , L − K + 1.
According to (45), the per-antenna rate of user k with BD is lower-bounded by
where the right-hand side of (84) is obtained by applying equal power allocation over N sub-channels.
Note thatX k,B 0 =G k,B 0V
(0) k,B 0
. By combining (46-47), (49) and (84), the lower-bound can be further written as can be approximated by
